
Make Change!

WEEK 1

WEEK 4

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

My passion is:
This is the result 

we can accomplish:
I need these people

to support me:
I think I can help by:I want to change:I want to protect:

Inspired by the Young Leaders of the INKEY Impact fund, our team will take part in 4 weekly challenges that 
will help us put KNOWLEDGE POWERED CHANGE into practice!

Over the next 4 weeks The INKEY List will be talking part in the Changemaker Challenge and we want YOU to join us!

CHANGE CAN HAPPEN IF WE EMPOWER EACH OTHER!
Download the challenges here and share your progress!

Now that you have researched, listened, and gone on your own learning experience, you have enough 
insight to start laying the foundation to move forward and create change. Create a statement that brings 
together what it is you care about, what you want to protect, what you think needs to change and what role 

YOU and others can play in creating that change. Here is an easy template to follow: 

Sophia’s Challenge

#KNOWLEDGEPOWERSCHANGE   #THEINKEYLIST   #INKEYCHANGEMAKERCHALLENGES

Take 20 mins to walk around your own community or 
neighbourhood and take in the environment around you.

Think about someone in your world - 
someone you don't know that well

and initiate a conversation with them.

Now that you have your WHY and are actively 
listening to human stories around you, think about 
who could join you as a leader in making change.

So you have something you love, you have a reason to create change and 
you have a community to help you. Now it's time to voice your power.

Do you share any interests?

Are there any other people 
you came across?

How can you bring those 
people together to create 
change as a collective?

What steps do you 
need to take to get to 
the change you want 

to create?

Take in all the sights. When back home, write 10 things 
that made you happy on the walk. Something you saw, 

smelt, heard, felt or remembered. Be specific!

Introduce yourself and get to know them 
better. Maybe grab a coffee together or sit 

with them for lunch. Really listen and 
engage in their story.

Think about any people you have met that may have similar 
interests. Reflect on contributions and achievements and 

how they could support you.

Create a plan of action and push for the change you want to be. Imagine 
what the world will look like once you have created your change.

Christian’s Challenge

Jaiden’s Challenge

Liv’s Challenge


